Zenodo Guide – ETER
The ETER-Zenodo space (under https://zenodo.org/communities/ETER) is used as repository for ETER
research activities and outcomes. It is directly embedded in OpenAIRE, and has efficient search
functionalities enabling to browse and download specific document types, such as training materials,
conference presentations, policy briefs, publications, etc.
This community will have multiple functions as the central repository for:
•
•
•

Publication of direct ETER outputs (e.g., country snapshot report, project posters, project
presentations).
Research results of scholars using ETER data (including working papers, preprints, drafts, etc.),
policy reports based on ETER data, etc.
All training materials (handbooks, presentations, videos/audio, interactive materials such as
lessons, tutorials etc.) for users.

Accordingly, the ETER Zenodo community will be an important element not only in terms of
dissemination but also for widening the user base and demonstrating the impact of ETER.
By using Zenodo, we will ensure that all outputs will be stored safely for the future in CERN’s Data
Centre (without any size/time limitations), will be citable (every upload is assigned a Digital Object
Identifier (DOI), to make them citable and trackable) and easily updated (versioning feature, e.g., for
running handbooks or metadata documentation). For each upload, Zenodo tracks the visits to a record
page and the downloads of a file. While Zenodo is a strong supporter of open access in all its forms,
the access conditions can be adjusted to specific needs.
How to use Zenodo – A rough guide
1) Register
In order to up- and download files from zenodo, you need to register as user here:
https://zenodo.org/signup/. You can easily sign up with your ORCID number, creating your own zenodo
profile. No registration is needed for accessing files on zenodo.
2) Upload
Once you have registered, you can upload files for a given community, e.g. ETER. Each community has
a curator (currently Georg in ETER) that can accept or reject an uploaded file for a given community. A
file can be uploaded at the same time to several communities if feasible.
2a) Choose the file to uploaded (maximum size, 50GB), and select ETER community (if you type “ETER
– European tertiary” in the text field, our community will appear). You can choose to add other
communities like “European Commission Funded Research (OpenAIRE)”, “RISIS” and “Zenodo”. You
may also deposit directly to the ETER community via https://zenodo.org/deposit/new?c=eter

2b) Describe the file you are intending to upload (see also screenshot below)
First you choose the upload type, e.g. presentation when it is a conference presentation, lesson when
it is training material, etc. Second you give some basic information. You will get a newly created zenodo
DOI (citable!) of your document does not have a DOI yet.
Important:
•
•

•

Meaningful keywords to describe your document are extremely important for search of users.
You can also put this and additional information in the field “description”.
Under “License/Access right” you have to choose between open access or closed access. The
latter is only to be chosen for publications that are not open (usually having an existing DOI,
and therefore linking to the location place, e.g. the journal).
There are some optional fields you can choose on your own. Of course the more information
the better, in particular adding any related/alternate identifiers is highly recommended.

2c) Upload the file by hitting the publish button (you can also save first, and wait to publish. Once the
record is published you will no longer be able to change the files in this upload). After hitting the
publish button, an email will be triggered to the curator (currently Georg), who can accept or reject.

3) Add existing uploads to the ETER community
Only the person who originally uploaded a file to zenodo can perform any changes (including adding
to the ETER community). Therefore, this can’t be done by the curator (currently Georg).
To add files already uploaded to zenodo (e.g. to the RISIS community) to the ETER community, click on
upload on top of the page. All your uploads to zenodo will be listed.

Select the file you want to add to the ETER community and click edit on the right of the page

Insert “ETER – European Tertiary Education Register” as new community to the respective field.

Save the change and make sure to also publish the changed upload.
4) Browse, search and download
When you go the ETER space in zenodo (https://zenodo.org/communities/ETER), you will find a
simple but efficient search function on the top of the page.

By clicking on the hand lens you can use some filters: Access right, File type, Keyword, Type etc…

Clicking on a specific record, e.g. https://zenodo.org/record/4776256#.YNrjU-gzaUk, enables you to
view the file directly in zenodo, or download respectively

